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Overview

1. Who is the Design lab
2. What is design thinking 
3. Tools for success (Liberating 

Structure)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are a lot of activities and things that one can do to get information from your user. Ethnographic research – interview real users, DO NOT DO A SURVEY, please we beg of you. You want to hear stories, this is qualitative research, we are building for humans, we should user their stories. “on a scale from 1 to 5 how would you rate your experience” Vs tell me a time you interacted with the system good or bad. What would you rather know when starting to create a new service… that’s what I thought. Empathy Maps This is a quick way to get info around your user, this can be perceived, you can ask your nurses designers, engineers to take this moment to put themselves into the shoes of the user, the patient. User experience: SO actually put yourself in the space of the user, try out the system, sit in a hospital bed, inject yourself into the environment Personas: SO you have had real conversations with real people, now its time to share that information to the group, but you don’t know  how? Don’t worry a persona is here to help, its an easy way to create a generalized user but it provides a lot of real feedback to the group about what it is like living within the system Lightning interviews: interviewed patients and thought “wow this story is so moving” DONT just repeat it back to the group, invite them to come in and share their story, it does not need to be long, 10min tops, but give time for the design team to ask questions, let the team react, this make take some coaching to get your user to share their story but trust us, its worth it. 



Liberating Structures 
Impromptu Networking 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Debrief:A productive pattern of engagement is established if used at the beginning of a working session. Loose yet powerful connections are formed in 20 minutes by asking engaging questions. Structural Elements Get up – Meet someone you’ve never metWhat changed in the room?What usually happens for ice breakers? Why do you think this is more effective then a “round table”?What do you think this does for relationships, even if everyone in the meeting knows each other?Would you start trying this in your workplace why? Why not? What would be your biggest reason to not try Impromptu Networking? 



Who are we?

Ali ErinMarlies Josh Shalyn Kathryn



What do we do?

SERVICE DESIGN CO-CREATION MOBILIZINGEDUCATION

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Shamless plug, our team is running a virtual design school. 



Our Tool Belt

Health Care Sprints Liberating Structures Agile / Scrums





What makes complex 
problems so difficult?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A 1 2 4 all 



How people typically solve problems

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MARLIES



Human 
behavior

Typical 
Solutions

Typical results

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MARLIES



What is design?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Design thinking is a lot more than “thinking outside the box”.QI vs DT QI assumes we are doing the right thing it just needs tweekDT assumes we may be doing the wrong thing in the first place 



Is the convergence of… 

Design Thinking

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MARLIESWhat is possible, what is doable, and what is wantedWhy Is Design Thinking Important?It reduces the risk associated with launching new ideas.It helps organizations learn faster.It generates solutions that are innovative, not just incremental.  



What is Design? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Design thinking is not clothes design, or an event, or even a single product. You can use the process to make any of these things, but design is….



What has the lab done?

Elderly Loneliness in Rural 
Alberta 
Developed creative ways to deal 
with loneliness in a small town in 
northern Alberta



Design is a process



Empathy

1. Ethnographic research
2. Empathy Maps
3. Personas 
4. Lightning interviews
5. Journey Mapping

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are a lot of activities and things that one can do to get information from your user. Ethnographic research – interview real users, DO NOT DO A SURVEY, please we beg of you. You want to hear stories, this is qualitative research, we are building for humans, we should user their stories. “on a scale from 1 to 5 how would you rate your experience” Vs tell me a time you interacted with the system good or bad. What would you rather know when starting to create a new service… that’s what I thought. Empathy Maps This is a quick way to get info around your user, this can be perceived, you can ask your nurses designers, engineers to take this moment to put themselves into the shoes of the user, the patient. User experience: SO actually put yourself in the space of the user, try out the system, sit in a hospital bed, inject yourself into the environment Personas: SO you have had real conversations with real people, now its time to share that information to the group, but you don’t know  how? Don’t worry a persona is here to help, its an easy way to create a generalized user but it provides a lot of real feedback to the group about what it is like living within the system Lightning interviews: interviewed patients and thought “wow this story is so moving” DONT just repeat it back to the group, invite them to come in and share their story, it does not need to be long, 10min tops, but give time for the design team to ask questions, let the team react, this make take some coaching to get your user to share their story but trust us, its worth it. Journey Mapping



Define

1. How might we…
2. Wicked Questions
3. Note and Vote
4. 1-2-4-All



Ideation

1. Crazy 8s
2. Story Boarding
3. 25/10
4. Analogies 



Prototyping

1. Build something early
2. Its not meant to be perfect
3. Show unfinished work



Test

1. Give to the users
2. Show, don’t tell
3. Be ready to pivot 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are a lot of activities and things that one can do to get information from your user. Ethnographic research – interview real users, DO NOT DO A SURVEY, please we beg of you. You want to hear stories, this is qualitative research, we are building for humans, we should user their stories. “on a scale from 1 to 5 how would you rate your experience” Vs tell me a time you interacted with the system good or bad. What would you rather know when starting to create a new service… that’s what I thought. Empathy Maps This is a quick way to get info around your user, this can be perceived, you can ask your nurses designers, engineers to take this moment to put themselves into the shoes of the user, the patient. User experience: SO actually put yourself in the space of the user, try out the system, sit in a hospital bed, inject yourself into the environment Personas: SO you have had real conversations with real people, now its time to share that information to the group, but you don’t know  how? Don’t worry a persona is here to help, its an easy way to create a generalized user but it provides a lot of real feedback to the group about what it is like living within the system Lightning interviews: interviewed patients and thought “wow this story is so moving” DONT just repeat it back to the group, invite them to come in and share their story, it does not need to be long, 10min tops, but give time for the design team to ask questions, let the team react, this make take some coaching to get your user to share their story but trust us, its worth it. 



Design is a non-linear 
process



Who is using Design in 
healthcare



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Co-design can occur at anypoint within the process, it does not just take a single event for you to “have enough” there is never enough insights and learning you can gain from a patient, they are the keystone to any project or development. 



Empathy Mapping

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are a lot of activities and things that one can do to get information from your user. Ethnographic research – interview real users, DO NOT DO A SURVEY, please we beg of you. You want to hear stories, this is qualitative research, we are building for humans, we should user their stories. “on a scale from 1 to 5 how would you rate your experience” Vs tell me a time you interacted with the system good or bad. What would you rather know when starting to create a new service… that’s what I thought. Empathy Maps This is a quick way to get info around your user, this can be perceived, you can ask your nurses designers, engineers to take this moment to put themselves into the shoes of the user, the patient. User experience: SO actually put yourself in the space of the user, try out the system, sit in a hospital bed, inject yourself into the environment Personas: SO you have had real conversations with real people, now its time to share that information to the group, but you don’t know  how? Don’t worry a persona is here to help, its an easy way to create a generalized user but it provides a lot of real feedback to the group about what it is like living within the system Lightning interviews: interviewed patients and thought “wow this story is so moving” DONT just repeat it back to the group, invite them to come in and share their story, it does not need to be long, 10min tops, but give time for the design team to ask questions, let the team react, this make take some coaching to get your user to share their story but trust us, its worth it. 



How can we ensure failure?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Link it back to mind sets TRIZ allows to break out of the norm question to space When we were talking about complex problems, this stuck out in my mind, one of our tools is a TRIZ, how can we guarantee 



What can design deliver?

1. Clarity on the problem
2. Prototyped solution
3. Actionable user feedback
4. Momentum
5. Change in mindset



Liberating Structures 
liberatingstructures.com



Questions?
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